News&Views: SNS new research projects drills deeper
SNS funds five new research projects!
Three of them will enhance the prospect of the forest withstanding pests and pathogens.
Two of them will improve the utilisation of wood, both for construction timber and for other purposes.

Read about them, and more, in the latest edition of NEWS&VIEWS

Next call opens March 1st
If you want to meet colleagues, if you want to exchange knowledge or create a platform for researchers and industry to meet – keep an eye on SNS website and LinkedIn! We will soon give you more details about our call for annual networks!

More information will be presented here

Follow SNS on LinkedIn
All our funding opportunities are found on LinkedIn, with plenty of time for you to finish your application. On LinkedIn you also get information about the ways in which SNS works for the Nordic research cooperation, the Nordic forests and bioeconomy.

Have a glimpse

Nordic collaboration for the future
Forests need to be prepared for a changed climate and an increased global plant trade. HealGenCAR uses their SNS funding to work on solutions.

Read more

Great interest in our scholarship
We have got a decent bunch of applications for our SNS-NordGen Forest scholarship this year and are really happy to see that the Nordic forests are the focus of interest for so many! In late spring you will know who got it.
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